From this year, the virtual edition of "Guidance and Society" will be published every six months and the paper edition will continue to be annually published due to economic reasons.

We are presenting the 18th Volume of the magazine "Guidance and Society" that will be published in paper and also in a digital version at Portal Scielo.

Regarding the sexism in Spanish, there aren’t yet any regulations. Nevertheless, there are some options available that tend to neutralize the sexism. In this magazine, we will not use signs such as “@” or “x” to replace the “-a” or “-o” that in Spanish are usually related to the feminine and masculine grammatical gender. Summarizing, given the characteristics of this magazine, we will use some alternative choices that are accepted in the language, without demeaning any possible future changes.

This volume presents in Magazine N° 1 the following **Central Work**:

- **Constructing life: old troubles, new challenges for Psychology**, by Maria Eduarda Duarte.

In the **Research Advances** section we include:

- **Broadening the possibilities of reformulating a project in oldage: a proposal of approach**, by Franco Garritano & Florencia Aldana Gastaminza.

- **Educational guidance strategies in the case of undergraduate pupils of student mobility**, by Rosario Izurieta, María Laura Castignani & Verónica Zabaleta.


In Magazine N°2, you will find the **Central Work**:


In the **Research Advances** section:

- **School guidance teams and health promotion. Analysis from the direction of community psychology and social pedagogy’s management**, by Javier Noriega.
• AUTONOMY IN STUDENTS, ATTENDING LAST YEAR OF HIGH SCHOOLS, PARTICIPANTS OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE GROUPS. A STUDY ABOUT GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES PERFORMED, by Quattrocchi, P.; Flores, C.; Cassullo, G.L.; Siniuk, D.; Moulia, L. & De Marco, M.

Besides it counts with some conclusions from the Tercer Congreso Iberoamericano de Orientación-CIO III (UNC- AldOEL), research abstracts, a list of congresses that will next take place and finally some summaries of current investigations.